Vocal Point will sing a selection of songs from this list.

- **Cruella De Vil**  
  From the movie *101 Dalmations*

- **Feel Good**  
  By Jordan Smith

- **Footloose**  
  By Kenny Loggins; arranged by Vocal Point

- **I Can Only Imagine**  
  By MercyMe; arranged by McKay Crockett

- **Nearer, My God, To Thee**  
  Traditional hymn; arranged by James Stevens

- **Newsies Medley**  
  Songs from the movie *Newsies*; arranged by McKay Crockett

- **Permission To Dance**  
  By BTS

- **September**  
  By Earth, Wind, and Fire; arranged by J.J. Haines

- **Tarzan Medley**  
  Songs from the movie *Tarzan*; arranged by McKay Crockett

- **We Don’t Talk About Bruno**  
  From the movie *Encanto*

- **Wicked Medley**  
  Songs from the musical *Wicked*

- **You Raise Me Up**  
  By Josh Groban

- **You’ve Got a Friend in Me**  
  From the movie *Toy Story*
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